I. Introduction and summaries 1. A powerful method concerning numbers of representations of integers in positive definite quadratic or bilinear forms is illustrated by a complete discussion for the three forms xy + yz + zx, xy + yz + 2zx, xy + 2yz + 2zx.
The results for these forms are intrinsically interesting.
It is a feature of the method that, in general, at least two forms are handled simultaneously. Complete results are attainable for all of the forms in a given set or for none. We are interested here only in obtaining final results involving nothing more abstruse than the binary quadratic class number. For the possibilities sketched in §7 the class number is insufficient.
2. Without further remark, a, b, c denote constant integers>0, and, unless otherwise stated, x, y, z denote integers ranging ^0; n is an arbitrary (odd or even) constant integer > 0 ; m is an arbitrary odd constant integer >0; a is an arbitrary constant integer ^0, so that 2am is an arbitrary constant integer >0. If restrictions be imposed upon m, as for example m = 3 mod 8, they will be indicated. Similarly for x, y, z.
The number of matrices Çx, y, z) such that n = axy + byz+czx is called, as usual, the number of representations of n in the form axy+byz+czx. This number will be denoted by No[n = axy+byx+czx].
The number of solutions Çx, y, z) for which x>0, y>0, z>0, will be denoted by Ni [n = axy+byz+czx] .
Let f (*) =0, or the number of divisors of x, according as * is not, or is, an integer >0. Then, evidently, r(2"m) = ia+ l)f(«) ; 3. The numbers iV,(/ = 0, 1) have hitherto been determined only in the case (a, b, c) = (1,1,1). As the results for this case will be required we summarize them.* As always henceforth, F(n) is the number of uneven classes of binary quadratic forms for the determinant-«, with all the conventions of H. J. S. Smith's Report on the Theory of Numbers.} Summary A Nj(n) = Nj[n = xy + yz + zx] (j = 0,1).
m m 7 mod 8 :
These come at once from the formulas XIV quoted, or from Gage's form,on using the following easily seen reduction formulas, in whichG(w)is the whole number of classes of binary quadratic forms for the determinant -».
As implied, the cases (a, b, c) = (1, 1, 1), (1, 1, 2), (1, 2, 2) are intimately connected by the method which we shall indicate. For the last two we find the following. Summary B Nj(n) = Nj[n = xy + yz + 2zx] (j = 0,1).
* See Dickson, History of the Theory of Numbers, vol. 3, p. 224; Gage, American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 51 (1929) , pp. 345-348. In the last, make the obvious correction on p. 348 of |(a+l) for (a+l). Summary A contains the formulas which I suppressed in my paper, Tôhoku Mathematical Journal, vol. 19 (1921) , pp. 105-116, as being (obviously) "rather less simple" than the elegant theorem given there for prime values of n. Until after seeing Mordell's paper, American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 45 (1923) , pp. 1-4,1 did not notice that all cases can be included in a single formula, say that given by Gage. The results follow even more simply than in the last from the formulas XIV of the paper cited in §6. There is now no need to reproduce this derivation, as it is superseded by those of Mordell and Gage. We do not express the foregoing in terms of G, as F is the simplest of the class number functions and is that usually tabulated.
4. The results in Summaries B, C follow immediately from Summary A by means of the theorems next stated.
Theorem 1. Ni[2am = xy+yz+2zx, y odd] =F(2a+1w) -f(w). Theorem 2. Ni[m=xy+yz+2zx] =F(2w)-f(m).
This is the obvious corollary for a = 0 of Theorem 1.
These, with many more which, however, are irrelevant for Summaries B, C, are given by the algebra in §6 by which these will be instantaneously proved.
II. Proofs of Summaries B, C 5. Assuming for a moment the results stated in Summary A and Theorems 1-3, all of which, as will be seen in §6, follow from the same simple analysis, we shall deduce Summaries B, C. As stated in §2, footnote, it is unnecessary to give details for Summary A.
Consider 2Vi(w) in Summary C. In Ni[2a+2m = xy + 2yz+2zx], xy must be even. Hence we may have x even, y odd, or x odd, y even, or x even, y even. The rest follows from the above by obvious substitutions and reductions in Summary A and Theorems 1-3.
III. Proofs of Theorems 1-3
6. Let f(x) denote a function which is uniform and finite for all integer values èO of x, and which, for such values of x, satisfies f(x)=f(-x). Consider all the solutions (h, n, d2, 52), in integers >0, where h, ti are odd, d2 b2 is even, and d2, 52 are of opposite parities, of m = tiTi+d282. Then
in which53 on tne leit refers to a = 0, ±1, +2, ■ ■ ■ , ± [m112], where [x] is the greatest integer in x; 53 on the right refers to all divisors t>0 of m; the first 53' refers to all divisors d, S>0 of m such that m = dô, d<ô, and the second 53' refers to all sets (ô2, d2, ti).
In this formula take for f(x) the special case /(0) = 1, f(x)=0, x^O. A straightforward interpretation of the result gives Theorem 3. In precisely the same way Theorem 1 follows from the next.
Consider all the solutions, for / constant, >0, and even, of l = l2+l3, where l2, l3 are >0 and even, and (all letters denote integers >0), l = tr = db = dihi; d, 5 are of like parities, d<8; r is odd; d\, Si are of opposite parities; l2 = i2T2, t2 is odd ; l3 = d383, and d3, 53 are of opposite parities : The stated/-theorems are numbers XIIi, XII2 of a former paper on singly infinite class number relations.* As already stated, the formulas XIV of that paper give immediately (inter alia) Summary A.
7. The method mentioned in the introduction is now sufficiently obvious. It may be of interest to indicate a few equally evident consequences of this procedure. First, it is clear that a change of q into -q in an elliptic theta identity from which a paraphrase is inferred, can give no new paraphrases; the arithmetical information contained in both is necessarily the same.
Second, to introduce coefficients divisible by a given integer b into the quadratic or bilinear forms relating to a given paraphrase, it is necessary and sufficient to apply to the original theta identity the transformation of order kb ik=axi integer) before paraphrasing or, what is equivalent, to replace fix) by cos xz after paraphrasing, and assign to z successively the values 2r/ß, where ß is divisible only by those primes that divide b. Third, if instead oí fix), the paraphrase concerns odd functions gÇx) --g(-x), the resulting information, obtained on taking gÇx) = l, 0, or -1 according as 2C>0, x = 0 or x<0, refers to differences of specialized numbers of representations in the same forms.
The sets of forms simultaneously treated are given by the transformation of any preassigned order.
It is clear that other choices oîfÇx), as for example fix) = 1 (this does not apply in the present case, but it does in all paraphrases obtained from products of even theta quotients exclusively), ox fÇx)=x2, or x*, ■ ■ ■ , give further theorems on numbers of representations. That all are merely aspects of single formulas illustrates the power of the method.
The number of theta expansions in the literature which give simple, interesting arithmetical results is not great. This number has recently been very considerably extended. The works cited put a large number of interesting arithmetical forms within range of exact treatment.!
